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ABOUT
ZILLENNIUM GROUP
Zillennium Group
Zillennium Group is a real estate ecosystem providing integrated
solutions and related services. The Group focuses its operations
on the Cambodian market having a young energetic team with
over 90-years of cumulative experience.
The Group is supported by a diversified network of service
companies that makes it competitive and helps support socioeconomic development and provides one-stop solutions on real
estate industry.

The Group strategy is aimed at becoming the leading online
real estate marketplace.
The Group is uniquely positioned in the Cambodian real
estate market due to four key factors:

Zillennium Group of Companies comprises
following services and solutions categories
Appraisal Services

Big Data and Business Intelligence

Property Management Services

Agency Services

Business Advisory Services

Supporting Services

Asset Management

Property Development
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ZILLENNIUM GROUP
ECOSYSTEM
01

02

03

Zillennium Group possesses unique
strategic advantages through its diverse
ecosystem of real estate services
companies.

The Group has more than 10 real estate
solution companies tailored to a single
common objective - provide high-quality
services to its clients.

These companies comprise multiple real
estate categories that provide services to
make up a highly effective integrated real
estate ecosystem.

Z1 DATA

DIGITAL PLATFORMS AND MARKETPLACES

PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
AND
MANAGEMENT

AGENCIES
AND
BROKERAGE

EDUCATION

INVESTMENT AND FINANCE

UNITED
FOOD GROUP

FOOD AND BEVERAGE

Appraisal Services
Asset Management
Business Advisory Services

NEWS

Big Data and Business
Intelligence
Property Management Services

ADVISORY

LAW

Property Development
Agency Services
Supporting Services
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Z1 FINANCIAL
COMPANY PROFILE
Incorporation
Z1 FINANCIAL was incorporated in Singapore
in June 2021 and provides access to different
investment portfolios in Cambodia and SEA real
estate markets.

Expertise
Blockchain technology and extensive experience in
real estate forged into solutions for investors.

Services
Digital asset management via a cutting-edge
blockchain investment platform.

Who we are
A subsidiary of Zillennium Group, a leading digital
real estate asset management company in SEA.

Our team
Multicultural group of over 35 talented professionals
striving to the highest quality of investment services
to investors and clients.
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THE PROBLEM, THE OPPORTUNITY
COMPANY VISION AND MISSION
Z1 FINANCIAL Vision
Cryptocurrencies and their underlying disruptive technology
- blockchain - open a way to a myrriad of investment opportunities
previously not even imagined.

Z1 FINANCIAL vision aims to become the leading digital real
estate asset management company in Southeast Asia.

Z1 FINANCIAL Mission
Real Estate has proven to be one of the best
performing asset classes throughout history.
It has certain advantages over other assets:
stocks, bonds, or mutual funds. A combined
estimated value of real estate assets exceeds
300 trillion US dollars in the universe.

Up until nowadays, real estate purchase
was not a simple park stroll. Various legal
compliance issues, cross-border transfer
of capital, and different tax jurisdictions
imposed heavy limitations on smooth
ownership transition.

What if a real estate market is reimagined
as a unified global network where buying
and selling assets is as easy as executing
a trade on the stock market?

What if real estate exchange is as unified
as a foreign currency exchange market
allowing different types of properties to be
traded within a single global platform?

Our mission is to combine blockchain
technology expertise with extensive real
estate resources to deliver the highest
quality investment services.

The power of blockchain for global value
exchange and digital asset representation
has proved to be indispensable. Potential
digitized ownership of almost any asset
enables new mechanisms for broad real
estate access previously unavailable to an
average person.

Z1 FINANCIAL ecosystem brings investors new
opportunities to access cross-border investments
and enjoy higher liquidity within secondary
markets.
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Real Estate Market Drawbacks

High Entry and Exit Costs
Entry cost to property investment is high, especially in
metropolitan areas and demanded places. Exit costs are even
higher in terms of transaction costs. Agency fees and extensive
efforts are required to find a buyer.

REITS (Real Estate Investment Trust)
REIT is the closest institution that allows a wider audience to
invest in structured real estate portfolios. But even REIT is not
a perfect model due to financial restrictions and limitations
allowing only high-value access to their funds.

Difficult Access to a Global Portfolio
Overseas property purchase is not a simple process. Similar to
other ASEAN countries, foreign investors can obtain property
in Cambodia only in cooperation with local citizens or proxies
that claim up to 51% of a property value.

Liquidity Issues
In most cases traditional property and REIT investments can
only be traded within local markets. Liquidity is the bottleneck
due to the indivisible value of property items. Tokenization
solves the liquidity problem and provides more people
with access to real estate investment by allowing fractional
ownership and by lowering the investment threshold.
Blockchain technology gives an ability to trade globally on
digital exchanges 24/7.

Complex Process of Buying Real Estate Overseas
Legal challenges, cross-border transactional rules and costs,
local market peculiarities, involvement of foreign agencies,
arose taxes and maintenance costs, frequently changing
regulations and restrictions - all this makes a foreign
ownership to be a big challenge.

High Fees
High fees are incurred in a traditional real estate, that cause
market inefficiencies. Most buyers and sellers are used to those
regional taxes, transactional and agent fees, that also slow down
the process of completing a transaction.
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Real Estate Tokenization and Blockchains Solutions
Reduced Settlement Time

Fractionalization
Tokenization lowers down investment entry barriers for assets
with large upfront capital requirements. New financial products
could be distributed to a wider pool of investors at a lower cost
per unit. Fee structure is inclusive of an access premium for the
previously inaccessible investment opportunity.

Operational Efficiency
Smart contracts are programmed blockchain actions that facilitate
an automation of compliance checks, investor whitelisting, and
other post-issuance subjects such as dividend distribution.
Smart contracts also enable programming of tokens with unique
qualities and characteristics. Tokenized assets allow creation of
a customizable fee structure at a relatively low operational cost.

Transactions in tokenized products can be settled almost instantly,
unlike traditional finance transactions that can take days or weeks.

Data Transparency
Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology known for its
security and resistance to cyber-attack. Data is distributed across a
network of participating nodes as opposed to a single centralized
database. While transaction information is made trackable
and visible on the blockchain, data anonymity is preserved by
cryptographic hashes.

Liquidity
Tokenization generates liquidity by enabling secure transfers
between investors.

Z1 FINANCIAL advantages over traditional real estate financing
Investment
Comparison

Z1 FINANCIAL
Crowd Funding

Foreign Direct
Investment
(FDI)

Real Estate
Investment
Trust (REIT)

Real
Estate
Funds

Private
Equity
Funds

Low Fees
Governance
Small Investment Size
Liquidity
Ownership
Marketability
Transaction Speed
Staking For Profit
Tax Incentive
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CURRENT PROJECT PORTFOLIOS
Harmony Valley, Relax Luxury Modern European Villas
Location: Kampot Province, Cambodia.

Project value: >$100M

Build-up area: 100 hectares.

Construction: In Progress

WEBSITE

1/3
Ongoing
development
projects in the
pipeline

“A complex of luxurious residences, secretly
tucked in the midst of the Kampot valley, well
hidden and surrounded by a green forest.”

Forest Harmony

Golf Harmony

Luxurious holiday villas
surrounding by the lakeview.

Luxury villas surrounded by the
golf court.

Residence Harmony

Lagoon Harmony

Elegant condominium standing
beside the golf court.

Affordable luxurious housing with
a waterpark and green zones.

Eden Harmony

Living Harmony

Hilltop Harmony

Resort villas surrounded by a
bamboo forest.

The most prestige home community
with senior service centers.

The absolute-luxurious villas on top
of the hill with a spectacular view.
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CURRENT PROJECT PORTFOLIOS
Mondol Doung Chet, Eco Resort and Villas
Location: Mondulkiri Province, Cambodia.

Project value: >$30M

Build-up area: 15 hectares.

Construction: In Progress
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2/3
Ongoing
development
projects in the
pipeline
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CURRENT PROJECT PORTFOLIOS
Highline Condo
Location: Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

Project value: >$60M

Build-up area: 1,200 sqm - 38 stories.

Construction: In Progress

WEBSITE

3/3
Ongoing
development
projects in the
pipeline
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Z1 FINANCIAL PLATFORM SOLUTION
Real Estate Securities Exchange
Z1 FINANCIAL will operate under a full stock-trade license for
real estate with the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS)
for secondary market. This will allow Z1 FINANCIAL to create
more liquidity for investors and clients to raise capital on the
secondary market directly.

Z1 FINANCIAL is established under Singaporean jurisdiction and
acts as an intermediary between foreign investors and project
financing. Investors purchase tokens with proprietary rights for
the projects being carried out in Cambodia under a supervision
and management of Zillennium Group of Companies, a legal
entity registered in Cambodia.

Zillennium Group of Companies has all licenses to operate as:

Trustee

Fund Management Company

MAS is the Central Bank of Singapore and an integrated financial
regulator. MAS oversees every aspect of monetary policy, banking
and finance in Singapore. It’s role as central bank involves:
monetary policy;
issuance of currency;
management of the official foreign reserves;
acting as a banker and a financial agent of the Government.

Stock Trading Company

Financial Sector of Singapore grew up by
FinTech investments reached

5.1%

$1.4Bn

Growth rate of value-added averaged 5.4%
per annum, exceeding target of 4.3%
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Z1 FINANCIAL TOKENOMICS
ZTU Utility Token additional features
Voting rights
Z1 FINANCIAL platform provides certain voting rights
to ZTU token holders to introduce and pick new real
estate projects and propose new features.
Early Investment Access
ZTU token holders get an early access priority to newly
introduced real estate investment projects.
Staking
Staking varies from 6 to 24 months period with a
possibility to swap tokens with other users.

Wide Privileges
Z-poin for shopping discounts and rewards
within Zillennium Group ecosystem and
partners network.
Regular updates and insightful information
about investment, blockchain and crypto
industry.
Extra discounts on newly introduced real estate
projects.
VIP services with VIP Investor Membership
Program.

NFT Properties
ZTU token holders are able to buy NFT properties on
Z1 FINANCIAL platform.

ZTU Token Utility Flow and
Revenue Model
Zillennium Group of Companies acquires land and
builds housing and condominiums. These properties
are tokenized and promoted via the marketplace,
where investors can purchase a full or a portion of a
property using ZTU tokens. Listed properties are sold
upon completion and yields are distributed among the
investors - ZTU holders.

Investment made simple and elegant

1 Purchase tokens.
2 Choose your preferred projects.
3 Stake tokens to a single or multiple projects for 6
to 24 months based on the project specification.

4 Upon project completion token yields can be:

Redeemed into cash;
Swapped with other users within listed projects;
Reinvested to newly introduced projects.
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GO TO MARKET STRATEGY
Leading real estate market transformation
into a tokenized paradigm

Stage 1
Development and project
financing in Cambodia

A combination of offline and online
marketing strategies will drive
fractionalized property sales onto
the Z1 FINANCIAL ecosystem.

Stage 2
Entrance into the
SEA market

Offline
Sales events
Industry conferences
Road shows

Stage 3
Z1 tokenized investment
solutions go global

Online
Targeted advertising
Social media marketing
Community management
Digital media coverage
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*ICO TIMELINE
$0.0005

Private
Sales

$0.0006

Pre-Sales

$0.0007

Project Staking
18%-25% APY
(Tentative based on
the project readiness)

2022 Sep

2022 Mar

2021 Nov

Public
Sales

2023 Feb

Liquidity
Cash Out

2023 May

7 Months
12 Months
18 Months

2021
Nov

2022
Feb

2022
Mar

2022
Jul

2022
Sep

2022
Dec

10%

15%

40%

Private
Sales

Pre-Sales

Public Sales

ZTU

36.9 Bn

ZTU

55.3 Bn

ZTU

147.6 Bn

ZTU Price

$0.0005

ZTU Price

$0.0006

ZTU Price

$0.0007

Min Amount
Cashout Period

$1000
18 Months

Min Amount
Cashout Period

$500
15 Months

Min Amount
Cashout Period

$100
12 Months

* This offering is not for Cambodian market and just only for qualified investors.
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TOKEN ALLOCATION
Timeline
Public
Sales 40%

40%
Public Sales with a token price starting from
$0.0007 and cashout period of 12 months.

15%
Pre-Sales with a token price starting from
$0.0006 (16.67% discount comparing to
public sales) with a cashout period of 15
months.

10%
Reserved for the company future use.

Management
17% Team

4%
For marketing budget.

17%
Management Team including board of
directors, advisory board, individual advisors,
executives, management and staff with a
cashout period of 36 months.

Pre-Sales

15%

10%

Company
10% Reserves

Private Sales with a token price starting from
$0.0005 (40% discount comparing to public
sales) with a cashout period of 18 months.

4%
For a global partnership with strategic
partners and widely adoption.

Private
Sales 10%

4%
Partners

4%

Marketing

We are inspired by Nikola Tesla on the
"369 Code". Our total token is uniquely
issued based on that 369 pattern. It is
369,000,000,000 ZTU at a unit price of
$0.0007. This supply is minted in advance
of the pre-sales. The contract for ZTU token
locks this limit as unchangeable and no more
tokens can ever be created. This limit was
chosen to give higher possible future values
to individual tokens.
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Z1 FINANCIAL
ROADMAP
May-21

Business Concept Brainstorming

June-21

Company Incorporation

June-21

Team Recruitment

August-21

Platform Development

Novemver-21

Central Office Cambodia

November-21

ICO Private Sales

January-22

Team Expansion

March-22
August-22
September-22
October-22
November-22
January-23
February -23
April-23

ICO Pre-Sales
Mobile App. Launch
ICO Public Sales
Platform Launch
NFT Marketplace
Regional Team Expansion
Regional Office Expansion
Project Investment Platform
(Tentative)
Regional Partnership

October-23

Global Partnership

December-23

Exchange Listings
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OUR TEAM

Leadership and Management Team
Sokheng Say

Chairman & Chief
Executive Officer

Pisey Daung

Head of Finance

Stéphane Dartoux

Creative Lead

Grace Fong

Board Member

Boyuth Savorn

Public Relations Manager

Chamnit Nguon

Head of HR
& Administration

Sy Pauv Phou

Board Member &
Chief Technical Officer

Bogdan Vorozhtsov

Technical Lead

Sokheng Khim

Board Member

Victor Yaromin

Product Manager

Borapyn Py

Chief Investor Relations
Officer

Sotheary Hong

Marketing Manager

Sreyching Sok

Senior Manager
Legal, Tax Compliance

Advisory Board
Sokhal Vong

Board Advisor

Chansamphors Chiek

Board Advisor

Arshad Khan

Board Advisor

Alexander Lynch

Board Advisor
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CONTACT US

info@z1.finance

www.z1.finance

+65 31 351166
+855 23 866868

